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Mumonkan Case Two 

Hyakujo’s Fox 
translated by R.H. Blyth 

THE CASE 
 Whenever Hyakujo delivered a sermon, a certain old man was always there listening to 

it together with the monks; when they left the Hall, he left also.  One day, however, he 

remained behind, and Hyakujo said to him, “Who may you be?”  The old man replied,      

“Yes; I am not a human being.  In the far distant past, in the time of Kasho Buddha, I was the 

head monk here.  On one occasion a certain monk asked me whether an enlightened man 

could fall again under the chain of cause and effect, and I answered that he could not.  Thus I 

have for five hundred lives been reborn a fox.  I now beg you to release me from this rebirth 

by causing a change of mind through your words.”  Then he asked Hyakujo, “Can an 

enlightened man fall again under the chain of cause and effect or not?”  Hyakujo answered, 

“No one can set aside (the law of) cause and effect.”  The old man immediately became 

enlightened, and making his bows, he said, “I am now released from rebirth as a fox and my 

body will be found on the other side of this mountain.  I wish to make a request of you.  

Please bury me as a dead monk.”  

 

 How far did I get yesterday? I can’t remember.  But as I sit here now looking at the text 

that we’ve been reading in front of me, it seems to me that I got to the place where I was 

talking about the law of cause and effect.   

 Usually this term the law of “cause and effect” is interpreted as being synonymous with 

another technical term in Buddhism, we call it “engi, 縁起” in Japanese which translates the 

original Sanskrit “pratitya-samutpada”, sometimes in English translated as “dependent 

co-arising”.   

 According to the traditional explanation in Tathagata Zen, this concept of the so called 

law of cause and effect existed in India prior to the time of the historical Buddha.     I’m not 
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that conversant with Sanskrit, but there is this term which I think you may have heard also, 

Samsara which means the process of cyclic existence.  So, most people conceive of the 

process of cyclic existence, or some people even call it reincarnation, as equivalent to the law of 

cause and effect. 

 But, really what people usually think of in terms of the process of Samsara, and what is 

meant by “pratitya samutpada” are really two very different things.  Samsara is translated into 

Sino-Japanese as ‘rinne 輪廻’ which literally means to turn through existences, but that’s really 

something quite different from engi, or pratitya-samutpada.   

 In both the pre-Buddhist concept and the Buddhist concept, there was this idea that 

cause and effect are linked, that cause and effect are the same.  But the sense in which they 

are the same is very, very different.  When we talk about cause and effect, it’s different from 

the process of so-called reincarnation.  In general, even before the existence of Buddhism, 

there had been this idea that life and death follow each other cyclically; there’s birth, then 

death, then once again another birth and so on, like the wheel of a chariot.  From that 

perspective, we could say that the Buddhist concept of engi is not so different from the idea of 

reincarnation in the sense that there is an alternation of life and death doing.   

 So, the Buddhists, as they often did, took in pre-existing concepts.  They took  this 

idea that the activity of birth and death is like a car wheel, and they talk about the Dharma as 

the wheel of the Dharma.  But the danger is that one end up unable to grasp clearly where, in 

what place, all of this so-called reincarnation occurs.  With the Buddhist formulation of engi, 

pratitya-samutpada, we don’t run that danger.  By definition, the place of action of life and 

death, that is to say the activity of existing and the activity of negating existence, the place of 

action of these two doings is created by the doings themselves.  In other words, there is no 

place other than the pure doing, or put alternatively, the place has these two antithetical 

activities as it’s very content.  With the usual concept of reincarnation, one is unable to clearly 

grasp how place arises.   
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 From the perspective of Tathagata Zen, by definition engi is the oscillating doing of life 

and death, in other words the activity of existence, and the activity of non-existence, and 

therefore by its very definition it will manifest a new state.  With each cycle of life and death, 

a new place of standing, a new perspective arises.  So each place of standing is a result, but 

that result has as its very content the doing of life and death.   

 What is the state of the cause?  The state of the cause is the same.  It has plus and 

minus as its content, plus and minus united, merged as zero.  However large the result may 

be, the result and the source, in other words the effect and the cause, are the same because 

both are states of completeness having life and death united within.  Sometimes the activity 

of life takes the initiative, takes the active role, so to speak, and other times the activity of 

death takes the initiative, assumes the active role.   

 The world that comes about when the plus activity takes the initiative, that is called the 

world of living, that is called the world of affirming one’s I am-ness.  But that result, that effect 

of plus taking the initiative then becomes the cause, the source, when the minus activity takes 

the active role and moves to produce a new effect through contraction.         

 So, the product becomes the cause, the effect becomes the cause for a new product, in 

this case the ultimate expansion is the basis, the cause for the contractive activity to take the 

initiative and the final effect or result of this is the negation of that ultimately large, which state 

is referred to as the ultimately small. 

 So, because the cause is complete, inevitably the result will also be complete.  And the 

result that comes from the cause becomes once again the cause for another result, this is the 

nature of the so called cause and effect process. 

 So, certainly then we can see that there is a cyclic process of life and death, but this is 

very, very different from the usual concept of the so called wheel of reincarnation.   

 So we say, make no mistake about it, reincarnation and cyclic existence are completely 

different critters.   
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 For a true practitioner the cause is zero, the effect is zero, so the question was asked, 

“Does a true practitioner fall under the yoke of cause and effect”?  How would you answer?  

Whether you stand in the perspective of reincarnation or whether you stand in the perspective 

of the cyclic pure doing, the fact is that cause is zero, effect is zero, how do you respond then? 

 But, it goes without saying that both the person who asks the question and the person 

who would respond to that question are existing beings. 

 What do we mean by an existing being?  An existing being is one who comes into 

existence having life and death as their parents.  Buddhism says that existing beings come into 

existence by having two parents, you could call them plus and minus or you could call them life 

and death or you could refer to them as tatha-gata, the thus going and tatha-agata, the thus 

coming.   

 Now of course everybody knows that they have two parents, but when you’re born 

there is no father or mother.  There is just the pure doing of plus and the pure doing minus.  

These are the true two parents. 

 As I always say, the “I am” claiming self arises by receiving a tiny fraction of the plus and 

minus activity, perhaps we could describe it as a trillionth of each of these activities.   

 So, according to Tathagata Zen because the total plus gives a tiny fraction of itself and 

the total minus gives a tiny fraction of itself in order to produce the offspring, plus is no longer 

complete plus, plus is incomplete plus, and therefore appears to one as a physical father, 

likewise, minus is no longer complete minus, but is incomplete minus, that incomplete minus is 

what we call our physical mother.  

 So, clear your head and listen carefully to be able to understand, that your parents are 

born the very instant that you are born, before you are born there is only the pure unalloyed 

doing of plus and minus.   

 So, it is an erroneous function of consciousness to be convinced that your parents 

existed before you.   
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 There’s lots of Buddhist scholars around now days, and you’ll find a bunch of them that 

say, that will talk like this, “Before you were in existence your mother and father existed,  

prior, and before you mother and father your grandparents existed, and your 

great-grandparents, down an endless chain, and therefore the world is full of your previous 

ancestors”, they actually say this with a straight face. 

 This way of thinking, this kind of misunderstanding can easily arise, if one doesn’t really 

fathom the Dharma. 

 The fact is though, that when a self is born it inevitably becomes part of a process of 

maturation which will lead it to the ultimately large expansion.  And that ultimately large 

contains within it an infinite multitude of all beings.  So there’s not a single person in the 

source, but in the result there are uncountable beings, so you can sort of see why they would 

come up with this idea of having a vast multitude of antecedents.  So we can see how the idea 

can certainly arise that the world is full of my parents, my ancestors . 

 So although talking about this ancestral chain may be some sort of spiritual comfort to 

people it really misses the point from our perspective.  If you really go all the way with your 

perception that the activity of “engi” is cycling between the ultimately large and the ultimately 

small, then such erroneous concepts will simply not arise. 

 As I said, the beginning of the self is to receive a trillionth of the cosmic plus and a 

trillionth of the cosmic minus.  So, you can clearly understand that the beginning of “I amness” 

is this receiving of a tiny fraction of plus and a tiny fraction of minus, you can clearly see how 

completely incomplete that state is. 

 So, whenever one is in a state of incompleteness therefore, inevitably a sense of outside 

world and inside world arise.  That’s what we mean by the worlds of past, present and future.  

But, inevitably past, present and future disappear into the complete doing of the Dharma. 

 The principle of “engi” is that this activity of the Dharma itself gets broken out of and 

once again an incomplete self arises and that self once again dissolves back into the 
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completeness of the Dharma doing.  The being that arises out of the pure doing of the source, 

although it is indeed an incomplete being, is yet a pure being, not subject to any fault or sin. 

 Whether it’s a human or an animal or a bug for that matter, the moment of birth itself is 

a state of absolute purity as we say, there is no evil to be done.  By definition all beings are 

born in the same way, they are born from the pure activity of the Dharma, it doesn’t matter 

whether it’s a rock or a tree or an ant or a fish or a bird or a human being, they are all born in 

the purity of the Dharma doing. 

 If I talk too much about this though I’ll use up all my time. 

 The reason that I hold forth in this way, yell out to you is that if you don’t get this point, 

you don’t get the point of Zen practice.  The point, parents are born simultaneously with the 

self.  And when the self disappears at that very instant so do also father and mother.  

Because father and mother die with you, you have nothing to worry about.  It’s like husband 

and wife dying together, there’s nothing to worry about. 

 This is called “dojisayo 同時作用”, literally, simultaneous action, understand this 

principle of simultaneous action.   

 Zen is popular, Buddhism is popular but, in teaching people forget this so called 

simultaneous action and jabber on this way, jabber on that way defining the Dharma. 

 An awakened one, a Buddha, a person of great practice is one that can unfailing 

manifest the activity of Dharma. 

 So, what we mean by an enlightened one, that is to say a Buddha, is one that clearly 

understands the principle that underlies coming to birth and clearly understands the principle 

of passing into death.  Such a person is called “a holy one”, but how about everybody else, 

what is everybody else?  Everybody else is that which comes into existence when the source 

separates, subject and object pull apart.  And an incomplete one is what we call a “sentient 

being”, that is to say one who arises as a present, that is at the mercy of past and future, under 

the control of past and future. 
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 If we want to talk about a holy person, if we want to talk about God for that matter, that 

would be by definition what arises when past, present and future disappear.   

 In contrast to a Buddha, to a holy one, the ordinary people are those who fixate and are 

attached to their “I amness”.  I bet some of you are thinking I talk too much, and    you’re 

absolutely correct, of course.  If you are attached to the self eventually you’ll find yourself 

saying, “I like the future, I hate the past, or I love the past, I detest the future”.   

 Inevitably at some point a self will arise that says “I love my old man, but I hate my old 

lady, or I love my old lady but I hate my old man”, that’s okay..  That’s still on the good side, 

it’s okay. Because your father is in no way different from you, your mother is in no way 

different from you.  You’re talking about yourself you see.  You are free to love and hate as 

you wish. 

 When it gets bad is when you start saying “I like your old lady or I like your old  man”.  

This is going to lead to a fight isn’t it? 

 Now, this of course is old man old lady in the sense of parents, what about when we get 

to the point of “I like that woman or I like that man”?  We love what is beautiful.  This leads 

to a lot of problems of liking and disliking.   

 So you see, that as long as a person is bound by past and future, at the mercy of these 

antithetical contrasts then one will never be able to have real satisfaction, never be able to 

know peace of mind.  But, that contrast of past, present and future always passes away, back 

into the complete activity of the Dharma.  Recognize that. 

 And when past, present and future melt into completeness, into zero, because it’s zero 

it’s not being saved neither is it falling into sin.  It’s just that state of purity that arises when 

plus and minus co-mingle, so it’s called the activity of nothing. 

 That ego-less experience of emptiness, from a human perspective can be described as 

true love.  Do you understand?  There is no salvation to be found outside of true love.  So, 

who knows this then?  It’s a world wherein there’s no knowing self, so, who knows about this 
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then?  The one that knows about it is the one that is born from it, and once again comes into 

the world wherein past, present and future are in contrast. 

 By going through this kind of cycle, hundreds of thousands of times eventually one 

comes to a point of maturation, a point of “aahha, oh yes, I am the future, I am the past, all of it 

is mine”.  In other words, I am mother, I am father.   

 “Everything that appears living, everything that appears dying is me,” that wisdom 

function arises.  Once that perspective is established then over weight people appear to be 

beautifully noble in their demeanor and scrawny little people look as elegant as a crane.  In 

other words when you have the wisdom function acting within you everything that appears 

before your eyes is indescribably beautiful. 

 Sometimes in this world we see something that is strange, why is it that such a 

handsome guy, such a rich guy who could have the pick of any woman seems to love that rather 

homely one?  But, that wealthy person, that good looking person doesn’t think of themselves 

as wealthy or good looking.  All they think is that anybody that takes care of  me, that is my 

lover.   

 So, what we have to do is manifest that wisdom where we mutually affirm each other.  

But, if we get attached to a particular self then we can no longer see the world of beauty. 

 A person that has matured to the place of wisdom sees everyone in their world as their 

own child, they are without any enemies, they see the Buddha-mind activity as the content of 

everything that appears before them. 

 It’s only when that kind of self arises that we have true peace of mind, true salvation 

and we can understand what birth and death are all about. 

 So it’s clear, an enlightened person like anybody else appears in a world of past, present 

and future.  And a person that is not enlightened that is still in practice also arises in a world of 

past, present and future, they just can’t dissolve it. 

 In other words, mother, father and child are here in this world. So the parents are here 
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and the child is here in the world of past, present and future.  People talk about past, present 

and future, but aren’t they the manifestation of one mind?  In other words, both past, present 

and future all of them, all three of them share the same cosmic center of gravity. 

 So, whether it’s beings dwelling in the future or beings dwelling in the past or beings 

dwelling in the present they all share the same Buddha-mind, the same Buddha-nature, the 

same Buddha activity, the same center of gravity. 

 Now, the old man that appears in the story, the one that asks the question, had been a 

master in ancient times when Kashyapa was Buddha, he had lived on that Mount Hyakujo.  

And he had had disciples that he had to teach.  I tell you teaching is a hassle, it’s a real hassle 

to be a teacher, to be in the role of a parent.  Hassle though it may be, be a mother and you 

will understand that you see your child as yourself, you feel deeply that just as I grew up I must 

help this one grow up.  And so you happily work to raise your children. 

 So, whether it’s the student or whether it’s the teacher they arise in the present and say 

this or  that about the past and future.  The only difference is that the teacher knows that 

the future is my world, the past is my domain, but the student hasn’t figured that out yet.  So, 

the student asked the teacher, in other words the old man a question.  The student asks a true 

practitioner, an awakened one, one who has manifested the wisdom that really understands 

life and death, are they at the mercy of the process of cause and effect, apparently the student 

by the way they ask the question has not understood the nature of cause and effect.   

 So, it’s equivalent to asking does one who really has wisdom fall into the future, do they 

fall into the past,  are they taken by the future are they taken by the past?  Which is it?  

How do you answer them?   

 The old man had answered that the attained one is not grasped by the future or grasped 

by the past, a wonderful answer.  Yes if you really understand the activity of the Dharma 

you’re not caught in past, future, male, female, ugly, beautiful.  So, I think we could describe 

this as a brilliant answer.  But, look what happened. 
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 The old man ended up each time manifesting a new self that was caught up in the past, 

caught up in the future, caught up in beautiful, caught up in ugly.  Over and over and over 

again caught up in this, caught up in that when there’s no need for it at all.  I’m feeling hungry 

now .  I want to eat something better than I’ve been served.  A man thinks, isn’t it true, a 

man thinks, I’d like to live surrounded by a harem of beautiful women.  And a woman thinks 

the same thing, I’d like to have a couturier of devoted handsome guys around me.  It isn’t so 

important, but it seems everybody thinks along these lines.  Three women come together 

what do they talk about? Men, men, men, men.  Three men come together same thing, 

women, women, women, that’s all they jabber about.  That’s what happens when you get 

caught up and congeal, fixate a self, but, if you don’t get caught up if you don’t  congeal and 

fixate a self then you move on, move on, move on, gaté, gaté, gaté, going, going, going, till you 

manifest a complete state, inevitably this will happen.  But if you fixate a self, then you’ll go on 

over and over and over again, like the old man, in one form or another caught up here caught 

up there. 

 But the activity of the Dharma never fixates a self, it always dissolves past, present and 

future.   

 So, what happened to the teacher was that over and over and over again he was born 

caught up in past, caught up in future, caught up in man, caught up in woman.  And of course 

that’s the way it is, there’s no one that is complete from the beginning.  When we’re first born 

there’s no way that we can get along without relying on mother and father.  In other words 

when one is born one cannot live without the mercy that comes from past and future.   

 So, the old man had to go through five hundred lives as a fox, constantly going through 

these transitions of being caught in this caught in that.  Now our time has already well passed.  

Not realizing that all these different forms are merely apparitions, they’re just like a fox spirit, 

there not what really is.  In Asia it is believed that the fox has the ability to assume many 

forms, this is part of the cultural legacy of east Asia.  And all of you are assuming various 
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apparitions everyday, saying I like this I hate that.   

 What’s important is to understand the reality that underlies the apparition.  Or put 

alternatively to manifest a self that doesn’t need to get caught up.   

 So, anyway the old man is making a confession to us that we really must be grateful for.  

He is really being kind to us.  He is telling us about the very nature of the self, and saying that 

every time we are born we must manifest a self that changes, but that he was not able to do 

that.  It is a confession to be thankful for, truly.   Parents understand about this, they see 

their offspring as this thing that’s a kind of apparition,  that is a fox, that is changing every day, 

that’s constantly changing, that is hoping for change.   

 Now, about this text that we have been reading the ancient teachers or teachers from 

ancient times have had various things to say.  But, I ask you, live your life without being 

deceived. 

 

終 

the end 


